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ABSTRACT
We present the late-time evolution of m12m, a cosmological simulation of a Milky
Way-like galaxy from the FIRE project. The simulation forms a bar after redshift
z = 0.2. We show that the evolution of the model exhibits behaviours typical of
kinematic fractionation, with a bar weaker in older populations, an X-shape traced
by the younger, metal-rich populations and a prominent X-shape in the edge-on mean
metallicity map. Because of the late formation of the bar in m12m, stars forming
after 10 Gyr (z = 0.34) significantly contaminate the bulge, at a level higher than is
observed at high latitudes in the Milky Way, implying that its bar cannot have formed
as late as in m12m. We also study the model’s vertex deviation of the velocity ellipsoid
as a function of stellar metallicity and age in the equivalent of Baade’s Window. The
formation of the bar leads to a non-zero vertex deviation. We find that metal-rich stars
have a large vertex deviation (∼ 40◦), which becomes negligible for metal-poor stars, a
trend also found in the Milky Way, despite not matching in detail. We demonstrate that
the vertex deviation also varies with stellar age and is large for stars as old as 9 Gyr,
while 13 Gyr old stars have negligible vertex deviation. When we exclude stars that
have been accreted, the vertex deviation is not significantly changed, demonstrating
that the observed variation of vertex deviation with metallicity is not necessarily due
to an accreted population.
Key words: Galaxy: bulge – Galaxy: evolution – Galaxy: formation – Galaxy: kine-
matics and dynamics – Galaxy: structure
1 INTRODUCTION
Our understanding of the formation of the bulge of the Milky
Way (MW) has advanced considerably, with large new ob-
servational surveys (e.g. Howard et al. 2008; Freeman et al.
2013; Saito et al. 2012; Zoccali et al. 2014; Majewski et al.
2016; Ness et al. 2012), careful comparison with simulations
(e.g. Shen et al. 2010; Martinez-Valpuesta & Gerhard 2011,
? E-mail: vpdebattista@gmail.com
† Einstein Fellow
2013; Di Matteo et al. 2015; Di Matteo 2016; Debattista
et al. 2017; Athanassoula et al. 2017; Fragkoudi et al. 2017b,
2018; Buck et al. 2018b,a), and detailed dynamical models of
its current state (e.g. Bissantz et al. 2004; Portail et al. 2015,
2017). All three approaches have now deconstructed the
bulge by stellar populations, demonstrating how its prop-
erties vary as a function of metallicity (Ness et al. 2013; Di
Matteo et al. 2015; Debattista et al. 2017; Portail et al. 2017;
Athanassoula et al. 2017; Fragkoudi et al. 2018). Multiple
studies have converged to the conclusion that the majority
of the bulge formed purely from the secular evolution of the
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2 Debattista et al.
disc, via the bar that forms within it. Based on the kinemat-
ics of M-giants observed in BRAVA (Howard et al. 2008),
Shen et al. (2010) estimated that any accreted component
constitutes less than 8% of the stellar mass of the MW, while
Debattista et al. (2017) showed that the presence of a hot
component only becomes evident at low metallicities, where
the addition of 1.3% of the total stellar mass in kinematically
hot stars is sufficient to match the kinematics of these stars.
In a similar vein Di Matteo et al. (2014) estimated that a
classical bulge with 25% of the disc mass can be excluded.
Bonaca et al. (2017) and El-Badry et al. (2018a) showed
that the kinematics of old, accreted, metal-poor stars in the
central spheroid are indistinguishable from those of the stars
of the same age that formed in situ. Therefore the observed
population of kinematically hot stars must include stars that
formed in situ, making the contribution of an accreted pop-
ulation even lower. Properties that the secular evolution
model can now account for include the vertical metallicity
gradient, the predominantly old stars in the bulge, the age
and metallicity variation of the X-shape and bar strength,
and the different kinematics of stars of different age. The key
mechanism driving the observed trends with stellar popula-
tions is the separation of stellar populations by an evolving
bar on the basis of their radial velocity dispersions, a process
termed kinematic fractionation by Debattista et al. (2017).
This occurs because kinematically hot populations have a
lower angular frequency relative to the bar. The frequency
at which they encounter a vertical bend in the bar is there-
fore lower than for a cool population, allowing them to be
pumped by the bar to larger heights before their response to
the forcing is out of phase (Merritt & Sellwood 1994). Since
stellar populations typically get kinematically hotter as they
age, kinematic fractionation generally results in a continuum
of properties as a function of age. Starting with Bekki &
Tsujimoto (2011), and subsequently Di Matteo (2016) and
Fragkoudi et al. (2017a) reached a similar conclusion using
simulations composed of distinct thin and thick discs. While
stars in the simulation of Debattista et al. (2017) all form
self-consistently from gas, the simulation was evolved in iso-
lation, removed from a larger scale cosmological context.
Recently Buck et al. (2018b) demonstrated that the signa-
tures of kinematic fractionation also occur in a cosmological
simulation. Here we confirm this result using a cosmological
simulation, m12m, from the Feedback In Realistic Environ-
ments (FIRE) project.
One of the properties of the bulge which is yet to be ex-
plained without invoking an accreted population is the ab-
sence of a significant vertex deviation in the most metal-poor
stars of the bulge (Soto et al. 2007; Babusiaux et al. 2010).
The vertex deviation measures the covariance between radial
and tangential motions (from the Sun’s point of view). A sta-
tionary, axisymmetric disc has no vertex deviation, whereas
a triaxial bar necessarily introduces a vertex deviation (Bin-
ney & Tremaine 2008). Observations show that the metal-
rich stars in Baade’s Window ((l, b) = (1◦,−4◦)) have a sig-
nificant vertex deviation, while the metal-poor stars do not.
This has often been interpreted as the signature of a sep-
arate component in the bulge (e.g. Noguchi 1999; Aguerri
et al. 2001). However Debattista et al. (2017) showed that,
in their simulation which did not have any accreted pop-
ulation, the oldest population hosts a substantially weaker
bar than the rest of the stars. Here we explore whether the
vanishing vertex deviation of old stars depends upon the
formation location (in-situ versus accreted).
A further uncertainty about the MW’s bar is its age.
Since a bar is formed from stars in the disc, a bar will always
contain stars older than itself. But the bar also grows over
time, by shedding angular momentum (e.g. Weinberg 1985;
Debattista & Sellwood 2000; Athanassoula 2002; O’Neill &
Dubinski 2003; Martinez-Valpuesta et al. 2006), with the
possibility of trapping stars that are younger than the bar
itself (e.g. Aumer & Scho¨nrich 2015). Therefore measuring
the age of the MW’s bar is difficult. Studies of the age dis-
tribution of stars in the bulge have generally found old stars
(Ortolani et al. 1995; Kuijken & Rich 2002; Zoccali et al.
2003; Sahu et al. 2006; Clarkson et al. 2008, 2011; Brown
et al. 2010; Valenti et al. 2013; Calamida et al. 2014). In
contrast, spectroscopy of microlensed dwarfs has found a
wide range of stellar ages in the bulge, including very young
stars at high metallicity (Bensby et al. 2011, 2013, 2017).
More recently, Haywood et al. (2016) have proposed that
the bulge hosts stars between 13 Gyr and 3 Gyr old to ex-
plain the narrow range of turnoffs. Bernard et al. (2018)
found that over 80% of stars on the bar’s minor axis are
older than 8 Gyr but that a significant fraction of super-
solar metallicity stars are younger and that 11% of all stars
on the minor axis are younger than 5 Gyr. All these stud-
ies agree that young stars are predominantly or exclusively
found at high metallicities and, therefore, not expected to be
found at high Galactic latitudes, where low metallicity stars
dominate (e.g. Zoccali et al. 2017). These studies however
have not provided constraints on the age of the bar. Alter-
natively, Buck et al. (2018b) propose that the variation of
the X-shape as a function of age can be used to determine
the age of the bar. Here we show what the consequences for
stellar populations on the minor axis would be if the bar is
as young as 2− 3 Gyr.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes
the simulation we use. This is followed in Section 3 by several
lines of evidence that the bar in this simulation drives kine-
matic fractionation. Section 4 examines the vertex deviation
of the model, to test whether in-situ populations can have
negligible vertex deviation. Section 5 derives constraints on
the age of the MW’s bar. We conclude in Section 6.
2 SIMULATION
The simulation analyzed in this paper, referred to as m12m,
is part of the Feedback In Realistic Environments (FIRE)1
project, specifically the “FIRE-2” version of the code; all de-
tails of the methods are described in Hopkins et al. (2018),
Section 2. The simulations use the code GIZMO (Hopkins
2015)2, with hydrodynamics solved using the mesh-free La-
grangian Godunov “MFM” method. Both hydrodynamic
and gravitational (force-softening) spatial resolution are set
in a fully-adaptive Lagrangian manner for gas (but not for
stars and dark matter). The simulation includes cooling and
heating from a meta-galactic background and local stellar
sources from T ∼ 10− 1010 K, star formation in locally self-
gravitating, dense molecular gas, and stellar feedback from
1 fire.northwestern.edu
2 tapir.caltech.edu/∼phopkins/Site/GIZMO.html
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stars, including stellar winds from O, B and AGB stars, SNe
Ia and II, and multi-wavelength photo-heating and radiation
pressure, with inputs taken directly from stellar evolution
models. The FIRE physics, source code, and all numerical
parameters are identical to those described in Hopkins et al.
(2018). The basic characteristics of m12m are given in Table
1. Of interest for this work is that, like the MW, this sim-
ulated galaxy has a strong bar and X-shaped bulge at red-
shift z = 0 (Figure 1). A movie showing the time-evolution
of m12m from z ∼ 8 to the present day3 shows that al-
though m12m has a turbulent early merger history, includ-
ing a nearly equal-mass merger at z ∼ 1.5 (t ∼ 4.3 Gyr), it
is relatively peaceful at late times, with only minor mergers
since at least z ∼ 0.5. While m12m has a satellite mass func-
tion similar to that of M31 (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2018a),
interactions are not necessarily the cause of bar formation
(see also Zana et al. 2018).
To analyze the structure of m12m, the simulation was
first centered on the host galaxy by iteratively calculating
the stellar center of mass. The galaxy is then aligned by
calculating the moment of inertia tensor for all stars within
20 kpc of the center, and rotated so that the principal axes
of this tensor lie along the three Cartesian axes, with the X
direction pointing along the longest axis and the Z direction
pointing along the shortest axis. Since m12m has a well-
defined stellar disc, this has the effect of aligning the disc
with the X−Y plane, and the Z coordinate indicating height
above the disc plane. In this coordinate system, stars with
height |Z| < 10 kpc and cylindrical radius R < 30 kpc,
are selected for analysis. We post-process the snapshots to
record the positions of star particles, relative to the host
galaxy center at that time, in the first snapshot in which
they appear. Since the average time between snapshots is
∼ 25 Myr we can refer to this quantity as the “formation
distance” of the star particle without much loss of fidelity.
In summary, the analysis in this work uses the disc-aligned
coordinates, IMF-averaged metallicities, ages, and formation
distances of the selected stars.
As discussed in Wetzel et al. (2016), Hopkins et al.
(2018), Garrison-Kimmel et al. (2018b), Sanderson et al.
(2018) and El-Badry et al. (2018b), m12m and the other
MW analogs simulated in this mass range with FIRE-2,
have stellar-to-halo mass ratios and disc properties resem-
bling those of the MW and M31. In particular m12m has
a thin gas disc and a double-exponential stellar disc with
comparable scale heights to the MW at z = 0 (see Table
1). At the present day m12m has about twice the stellar
mass of the MW. It also has a much higher star formation
rate, even though about 50% of its total stellar mass is in a
dispersion-supported system with the rest in a rotationally-
supported disc (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2018b), which is
a significantly higher dispersion-supported fraction than in
the MW (Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016). The structure
of the disc, bar, and bulge in m12m are emergent properties
of the simulation, not the result of tuned initial conditions.
Thus we can confirm that triaxial structures in the inner re-
gions of galaxies can arise in a fully cosmological formation
scenario including filamentary accretion, the response of a
cold dark matter halo, and stellar feedback, though we cau-
3 tapir.caltech.edu/∼sheagk/movies/stars/m12m ref13 star.mp4
tion that AGN feedback is not included in this simulation.
This is in good agreement with previous results from cosmo-
logical simulations (Romano-Dı´az et al. 2008; Scannapieco
& Athanassoula 2012; Kraljic et al. 2012; Goz et al. 2015;
Fiacconi et al. 2015; Okamoto et al. 2015; Bonoli et al. 2016;
Spinoso et al. 2017; Buck et al. 2018b).
2.1 Simulation scaling
m12m has a bar of semi-major axis aB ' 6 kpc. Through
most of the paper we present m12m without rescaling it.
However, studying the vertex deviation and the age distri-
bution requires m12m to be scaled in size such that the ver-
tical structure is comparable to that in the MW. We do this
by placing the arms of the X-shape in m12m at z = 0, as
traced by the peaks in the line-of-sight density distribution,
at a comparable location as in the MW. We compute the
factor required to obtain a half-length of ∼ 2 kpc for the X-
shaped bulge in m12m. We find that a factor of 0.5, applied
to all particles, accomplishes this and results in the arms of
the X-shaped bulge having a similar size to those of the MW
bulge as mapped by Wegg & Gerhard (2013). To further en-
sure that this scaling is suitable for comparing m12m to the
MW, we measure the distance distribution of all stars along
the minor axis at different latitudes to identify the Galactic
latitude at which the split in distance distributions is first
identified. We find that when using a scaling factor of 0.5
the split is first seen at a latitude of b ∼ 5◦, which compares
well with the MW’s bulge (c.f. McWilliam & Zoccali 2010).
The Sun is then placed at 8 kpc from the Galactic centre
and the bar is rotated to an angle of 27◦ with respect to the
Galactic centre-Sun line of sight.
We apply no scaling to the velocities because none are
needed for our analysis; for the vertex deviation analysis,
we are only interested in ratios of dispersions, which do not
require the model to be kinematically scaled to the MW.
We present maps of the mean velocity and velocity disper-
sion along the line of sight in Galactic coordinates in Fig. 2.
The kinematic maps show a (close-to) cylindrical rotation
and a clear peak in velocity dispersion in the central regions
that appears vertically elongated. These properties are in
good qualitative (but not quantitative) agreement with the
ones observed in the MW (Zoccali et al. 2014; Ness et al.
2016), in simulations (Qin et al. 2015; Fragkoudi et al. 2017a;
Buck et al. 2018b), and in similar external galaxies (Gon-
zalez et al. 2016; Molaeinezhad et al. 2016). In particular,
the vertically elongated velocity dispersion ‘peak’ presented
in Zoccali et al. (2014) is clearly observed in the simulation
once it is rescaled.
2.2 Star formation history and chemistry
The top panel of Fig. 3 shows the star formation history of
the model. Star formation is initially very low, peaking at
around 8 Gyr. The star formation rate of the accreted com-
ponent (not shown) peaks at ∼ 3 Gyr, at which time it ac-
counts for ∼ 40% of the total star formation rate; essentially
no star formation occurs after 4 Gyr in the accreted compo-
nent. By t ∼ 9 Gyr the star formation rate has dropped
by roughly a factor of two. A second drop, again by a fac-
tor of two, in the star formation rate occurs shortly before
t = 12 Gyr.
c© —- RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14
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Figure 1. Edge-on (top) and face-on (bottom) views of m12m at z = 0. Each image is a u/g/r composite (in Hubble Space Telescope
bands) with a logarithmic stretch, using STARBURST99 (Leitherer et al. 1999) to determine the spectral energy distribution of each
star particle based on its age and metallicity and ray-tracing following Hopkins et al. (2005). To help reveal the structure of the bar, no
dust extinction is included. The face-on view shows the central bar, while the edge-on view exhibits a clear X-shape.
c© —- RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14
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Table 1. Structural properties of m12m.
Property Value Unit
Mh (halo mass at z = 0; Bryan & Norman (1998)) 1.6× 1012 M
M∗ (stellar mass at z = 0) 1.1× 1011 M
Mgas (gas mass at z = 0) 1.4× 1010 M
Baryon particle mass 7070 M
Dark matter particle mass 3.52× 104 M
Dark matter softening length 40 pc
Star softening length 4.0 pc
Gas smoothing / softening (minimum) 1.0 pc
R∗90 (2D radius enclosing 90% of M∗) 13.3 kpc
Z∗90 (height enclosing 90% of M∗) 2.75 kpc
Rgas (defined in Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2018b) 12.1 kpc
Zgas (defined in Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2018b) 656 pc
scale height of thin stellar disc at 8.2± 0.2 kpc 380 pc
scale height of thick stellar disc at 8.2± 0.2 kpc 1240 pc
scale height of cold (T < 100K) gas disc 260 pc
star formation rate at z = 0 7.5 M/yr
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Figure 2. Mean line-of-sight velocity (top) and velocity disper-
sion (bottom) maps of the bulge region for stars at a distance
from the Sun 6 < R/ kpc < 10 in m12m when rescaled to the
MW as described in Section 2.1.
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Figure 3. Top: The star formation history of the model. The
initial star formation rate is very low but it rises rapidly to a
peak at ∼ 8 Gyr. Bottom: The metallicity distribution function
over the entire galaxy.
The bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows the metallicity distri-
bution function (MDF) across the model. The model’s MDF
peaks at nearly Solar metallicity and has a long tail to low
[Fe/H]. The MDF is similar to some extent to the MDF of
the bulge (e.g. Zoccali et al. 2008; Gonzalez et al. 2015).
c© —- RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14
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Figure 4. Bar amplitude evolution in m12m since redshift z = 0.4
(corresponding to 4.8 Gyr of evolution).
3 KINEMATIC FRACTIONATION
Fig. 4 shows the evolution over the last 4.8 Gyr (i.e. since
redshift z = 0.4), of the bar amplitude, A2, defined as the
usualm = 2 amplitude of the Fourier moment measured over
all stars (e.g. Debattista & Sellwood 2000). The bar forms
quite late, starting from 11.5 Gyr (z ' 0.19). It reaches a
peak amplitude at ∼ 12.7 Gyr, and weakens somewhat in the
next Gyr, as is often seen in simulations of isolated galaxies.
In isolated simulations, bars generally experience renewed
growth past this point (e.g. Combes & Sanders 1981; Sell-
wood & Moore 1999; Debattista & Sellwood 2000; Bour-
naud & Combes 2002; O’Neill & Dubinski 2003; Athanas-
soula 2002; Martinez-Valpuesta et al. 2006), but the late bar
formation in this simulation does not give the bar time to
strengthen again.
3.1 Density separation
Fig. 5 shows the mass density distribution at z = 0 in face-on
and edge-on projections for the model separated by different
stellar populations. As in Debattista et al. (2017), younger
populations exhibit a stronger bar, and a more prominent
box/peanut (B/P) shape, than the older ones. The differ-
ence in the B/P strength as a function of age is a signature
of kinematic fractionation, as discussed in Debattista et al.
(2017).
Fig. 5 also shows the density distribution of the stellar
population that was accreted, which we define as stars that
formed at radius rf > 40 kpc. The accreted stars, which
account for 4.7% of all the stars, formed primarily (> 98%)
by redshift z = 1.27 (tf = 5 Gyr). They have a density
distribution similar to that of the oldest (age > 10.8 Gyr
now) in-situ stars, i.e. those formed at rf < 40 kpc (see also
El-Badry et al. 2018a). Like the oldest bin, no bar or X-shape
is present in the accreted population.
3.2 Age and metallicity dependence of bar
amplitude
Fig. 6 shows the dependence of the usual m = 2 Fourier
global bar amplitude on the age and metallicity. As also
apparent from the face-on maps in Fig. 5, the bar is stronger
in younger populations than in the older ones. The very
oldest populations have a quite weak bar overall, while the
youngest populations have a 3.5× stronger bar.
A comparable trend can be seen in the dependence of
the bar amplitude on the metallicity. The weakest bar is
found in the most metal-poor stars while the most metal-
rich stars have the strongest bar. The range of bar ampli-
tudes spanned by the metallicity range is comparable to that
spanned by ages, and is continuously varying.
These two trends in the behaviour of bar amplitude are
consistent with the results of Debattista et al. (2017) and
Buck et al. (2018b).
3.3 Deconstructing the X-shape by age
In the MW, the distance distribution of red clump stars has
a single peak at |b| . 5◦ (Babusiaux & Gilmore 2005; Rat-
tenbury et al. 2007; Cao et al. 2013; Gonzalez et al. 2013),
becoming bimodal at |b| & 5◦ (corresponding to |Z| ' 700 pc
on the minor axis) (McWilliam & Zoccali 2010; Saito et al.
2011; Wegg & Gerhard 2013; Ness et al. 2013). This bi-
modality is strong in metal-rich stars, but absent in metal-
poor stars (Ness et al. 2012; Uttenthaler et al. 2012; Rojas-
Arriagada et al. 2014). m12m shows a dependence on [Fe/H],
and also on age (as in Debattista et al. 2017). The present
day distributions of star particles of varying ages at dif-
ferent heights are shown in Fig. 7. At |Z| < 0.5 kpc the
distributions display only a single peak within the bulge re-
gion. At 0.5 < |Z|/ kpc < 0.75 stars younger than 4 Gyr
(tf = 13.8−age > 10 Gyr) develop a bimodal distribution,
whereas distributions of older stars remain unimodal. At
1.0 < |Z|/ kpc < 1.25 stars formed at 8 < tf/Gyr < 10,
which are older than the bar itself, first develop a flat-
topped distribution and, above this region, a bimodal one.
At 1.75 < |Z|/ kpc < 2.0, the next age bin (6 < tf/Gyr < 8)
develops a flat-topped distribution with hints of a bimodal-
ity further from the plane. Stars of yet older ages never
develop a bimodality at least within the region where the
number of particles is large enough to enable such measure-
ments. The bimodality of older stars appearing at larger
heights was predicted by Di Matteo (2016) and Fragkoudi
et al. (2017a) from their double disc simulations, but the
failure of the oldest stars to exhibit any bimodality to such
large heights is a new result.
3.4 Development of an X-shaped metallicity
distribution
Fig. 8 shows the evolution from 11 Gyr to 13.8 Gyr of the
mean metallicity in three orthogonal projections. At 11 Gyr
the bar has not yet developed, and high metallicity stars
are mostly concentrated near the mid-plane, |Z| < 1 kpc.
At 12 Gyr the bar is forming and an incipient X-shaped
〈[Fe/H]〉 distribution is evident. Starting near X = −5 kpc
the disc can be seen to be bending vertically. Some of this
bending continues to 12.8 Gyr by which point the metallic-
ity distribution has a clear X-shape. By 13.8 Gyr the bulge
is prominently B/P-shaped and an X-shape in the 〈[Fe/H]〉
distribution is very apparent. The metallicity distribution
is significantly more peanut-shaped than the density distri-
bution, an important prediction of kinematic fractionation
c© —- RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14
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Figure 5. Density distributions in the face-on (top panels) and edge-on (bottom panels) projections. The bottom left panels show the
full edge-on projection while the bottom right panels show a cross-section with particles chosen within |Y | 6 0.25 kpc. In the top row of
each set of panels we show the accreted stars (left) and all the stars (right). The rest of the panels show populations separated by time
of formation of the stars, tf = 13.8 Gyr−age.
(Debattista et al. 2017) which was confirmed in NGC 4710
(Gonzalez et al. 2017).
4 VERTEX DEVIATION
Because the vertex deviation as a function of metallicity has
only been measured reliably in Baade’s Window, at (l, b) =
(1◦,−4◦), (Soto et al. 2007; Babusiaux et al. 2010), in this
Section we rescale m12m as described in Section 2.1. After
rotating the bar to the Solar perspective, we select particles
in the equivalent of Baade’s Window in a 1◦× 1◦ field. This
field contains & 24, 000 star particles within the distance
range 6 to 10 kpc. Using these particles, we calculate the
vertex deviation, θv, defined as:
tan 2θv =
2σ2rl
|σ2r − σ2l |
(1)
where σ2r and σ
2
l are the variances of the velocities across the
radial and longitudinal directions and σ2rl is the covariance
between the two. The vertex deviation is the angle of the
major axis of the velocity ellipsoid with the radial direction.
Radial velocities and proper motions for star parti-
cles are calculated from their Galactocentric velocities us-
ing galpy (Bovy 2015). As did Babusiaux et al. (2010), we
only find an insignificant global anisotropy σl/σr ' 1.02,
reaching to ∼ 1.07 for the youngest stars. Our value of
Clr = σ
2
rl/(σrσl), where σrl is the covariance, varies from
∼ −0.25 for young stars to ∼ 0.02 for the oldest ones, a
c© —- RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14
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Figure 6. Bar amplitude as a function of stellar age (top) and
metallicity (bottom) at z = 0.
decreasing trend found also in the Babusiaux et al. (2010)
data. We obtain the corresponding vertex deviation using
Eq. 1. Fig. 9 shows θv as a function of [Fe/H]. While the
simulation and the MW do not match in detail, the general
trend of decreasing |θv| for metal-poor stars is reproduced
by the simulation. At higher metallicities ([Fe/H] & −0.5 in
the MW, and [Fe/H] & −1 in m12m), the vertex deviation
is roughly constant at |θv| ' 40◦. The same trend is also
found in the dynamical model of Portail et al. (2017) (their
Figure 17).
The vertex deviation |θv| starts declining at a lower
[Fe/H] in the rescaled simulation compared with the MW.
The metallicity distribution function in Baade’s window in
the simulation is similar to that observed in the MW (Zoc-
cali et al. 2008). However the model’s star formation history,
seen in the top panel of Fig 3 is quite different, with star
formation peaking later in m12m. This difference in star for-
mation history probably accounts for the difference in the
variation of the vertex deviation with metallicity. The con-
stant vertex deviation at the higher metallicities indicates
that the relation between line-of-sight and longitudinal ve-
locities is unchanged by the strength of the bar, with only
the scatter of the correlation (quantified by Clr) varying.
Debattista et al. (2017) showed that many of the trends
with metallicity observed in the MW are fundamentally
trends with age, which correlates with metallicity (Bernard
et al. 2018). In the top panel of Fig. 10 we plot the ver-
tex deviation as a function of stellar age. The old stars
(age > 12 Gyr) exhibit a negligible vertex deviation that
increases to |θv| ∼ 40◦ with decreasing stellar age. The ver-
tex deviation is large for populations as old as 9 Gyr; the bar
therefore is comprised of stellar populations much older than
the bar itself. While the star formation history peaks at ages
∼ 6 Gyr, we note that the smallest uncertainty in |θv| is at
the youngest stars. The uncertainty therefore represents the
scatter in the relation between radial and longitudinal mo-
tion, rather than particle number statistics. To test whether
an accreted old component is responsible for the observed
dependence on age, we measure the vertex deviation for stars
that formed in situ, which we now conservatively define as
those stars formed at Galactocentric distances smaller than
20 kpc. Fig. 10 shows that old stars formed in situ show
a negligible difference from the case when all stars are in-
cluded, despite the fact that accreted stars are ∼ 60% of all
stars formed before tf = 3 Gyr. This is similar to the result
of El-Badry et al. (2018b) who found the same kinematics
for accreted and in-situ stars of the same age. Younger stars
also show no significant change when only in-situ stars are
chosen, since they dominate at this age. This demonstrates,
using a fully cosmological simulation, that the vertex devi-
ation of the velocity ellipsoid of old (metal-poor) stars in
the MW’s bulge does not require an accreted bulge compo-
nent. Nonetheless, the time at which θv becomes nearly zero
is comparable to the time of the last major merger event.
Our results therefore do not exclude that it was originally
a merger that heated the bulge to produce the trends ob-
served. Indeed m12m has the largest number of satellites of
any of the ∼ 15 FIRE simulated galaxies in this mass range
(Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2018a).
The bottom panel of Fig. 10 shows that before the bar
forms no population exhibits a non-zero θv, as is expected
for a stationary, axisymmetric system (e.g. Soto et al. 2007).
The presence of the bar therefore drives the vertex deviation;
the small θv in the oldest stars is just a consequence of the
weak bar in this population, as seen in Fig. 5.
5 CONSTRAINT ON THE AGE OF THE
MILKY WAY’S BAR
Sheth et al. (2008) found that the barred fraction amongst
high mass galaxies has barely changed since redshift z ∼
0.84, i.e. ∼ 7 Gyr ago (see also Erwin 2018). It is important
therefore to explore whether the MW’s bar is also this old.
Here we show that the ability of the bar to thicken pre-
existing populations means that the bar in the MW cannot
be young.
Fig. 11 shows the mean age and age dispersion of the
model at z = 0 with the model scaled and oriented to the
MW. The mean age at large heights, |b| & 10◦, is & 7 Gyr
and decreases slowly to larger heights. Meanwhile the age
dispersion is ∼ 2− 2.5 Gyr at these heights. The simulation
of Debattista et al. (2017), which formed a bar much earlier
in its history, has a comparable mean age at these heights.
However the typical age dispersion is lower, 1 Gyr. This sug-
gests that a significant tail of young stars will be found at
these large heights in m12m.
Fig. 12 shows the evolution of stellar populations that
formed between 5 Gyr and 10 Gyr. The younger populations
form the strongest bar, as seen in the density maps of Fig. 5
and Fig. 6. Debattista et al. (2017) attribute this behaviour
to the lower radial velocity dispersion of the younger stars
at the time of bar formation. The evolution of the average
c© —- RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14
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Figure 7. Density profiles along the X-axis (along which the bar is aligned) for different heights above the mid-plane, as indicated. At
each height, the profiles are split by the time of formation, tf , of the stars, as indicated at top left. The distribution is shown at redshift
z = 0. Only particles at |Y | < 0.5 kpc are included.
heights, 〈hz〉, averaged in the radial range 1 < R/ kpc < 6,
is shown in the bottom panel. The young populations are
thinner, as expected (see also Ma et al. 2017). The onset of
bar formation between 11 Gyr and 12 Gyr leads to a steepen-
ing of the vertical heating of all the populations, but is most
prominent for the young populations. Nonetheless, younger
populations remain thinner, as required by kinematic frac-
tionation.
The strong vertical heating by the bar dredges relatively
young stars into the line of sight of the bulge. With m12m
scaled as described in Section 2.1, and the bar oriented at 27◦
to the line of sight to the Galactic centre (Wegg & Gerhard
2013), we map in Fig. 13 the evolution of the fraction of
stars that formed during the time interval 10 6 tf/Gyr 6 11
across the bulge, i.e. shortly before the bar starts forming.
While a negligible fraction of stars this age are found on the
minor axis shortly after they form, as the bar strengthens
their fraction grows rapidly. Such a fraction of stars that are
only 2.8− 3.8 Gyr old now would be obvious, particularly at
|b| > 8◦, if it were present in the MW.
Fig. 14 shows the evolution of the fraction of stars of
various ages on the minor axis at |b| = 10◦. The fraction of
stars that form after 9 Gyr (which are 4.8 Gyr or younger at
present) rises sharply after the bar starts forming. Overall
the fraction of stars born after t = 10 Gyr (z = 0.34) reaches
∼ 15%, considerably more than previously suggested in the
MW (e.g. Ortolani et al. 1995; Kuijken & Rich 2002; Zoc-
cali et al. 2003; Sahu et al. 2006; Clarkson et al. 2008, 2011;
Brown et al. 2010; Valenti et al. 2013; Calamida et al. 2014).
Such a fraction of young stars in the bulge has indeed been
suggested by recent measurements (Bensby et al. 2017; Hay-
wood et al. 2016; Bernard et al. 2018), but only at low Galac-
tic latitudes (|b| < 4◦) and at high metallicities. In particu-
lar, the age-metallicity relation presented in Bernard et al.
(2018) (which is consistent with the microlensed dwarfs from
Bensby et al. 2017) shows that young stars are also those
in the near-Solar metallicity range (−0.2 < [Fe/H] < 0.5).
This is the dominant population at low latitudes, where the
fraction of young stars (∼ 15%) is observed (Haywood et al.
2016), but it weakens with increasing Galactic latitude, and
is marginal at |b| = 10◦ (Ness et al. 2013; Zoccali et al.
2017). A late-forming bar therefore excessively contaminates
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Figure 8. Orthogonal projections of the metallicity and density, spanning the formation of the bar. The development of the stellar
X-shaped metallicity distribution can be seen in the (X,Z) projection. The projected surface mass densities are indicated by contours
while colours indicate the mean metallicity. The time, indicated at top-right in each set of panels, spans from 11 Gyr (z = 0.24) to
13.8 Gyr (z = 0), during which time the bar forms.
the bulge with relatively young stars to high latitudes. Stars
that form at 10 Gyr are only 1.5 Gyr old by the time the
bar starts forming in m12m; they are therefore unlikely to
have been vertically heated excessively by either physical
or numerical effects. The number of them that reach large
height therefore is probably a quite robust result that does
not depend strongly on the details of the model’s evolution
once it is scaled to the size of the MW. Indeed in the model
of Debattista et al. (2017), stars forming before the bar are
a major component of the bulge at large height. In m12m,
the star formation drops significantly after 9 Gyr, as seen
in Fig. 3; nonethess 23% of stars are younger than 3.5 Gyr
(tf > 10 Gyr). If this were a factor of ∼ 2 lower (e.g. Snaith
et al. 2015), the fraction of stars at |b| = 10◦ would still be
too high compared to the MW. We conclude that the MW’s
bar could not have formed as recently as in m12m if the
bulge lacks a young population at high latitudes.
6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A non-zero vertex deviation θv arises once the bar forms.
At the low metallicity end the variation in θv with age (and
metallicity) is due to the difference in bar strength that re-
sults from populations with different random motions at the
time of bar formation. It is in this sense another manifes-
tation of kinematic fractionation, the separation of stellar
populations on the basis of their kinematics, rather than
c© —- RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14
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Figure 9. Vertex deviation as a function of metallicity for all
stars in the rescaled simulation. Points in black are measurements
for the MW from Babusiaux et al. (2010) and in red from Soto
et al. (2007)
.
being a signature of an accreted population in the bulge.
However an accreted population settles into a hot compo-
nent and would therefore also produce the same signature,
so our results do not exclude an external origin for the zero
vertex deviation component in the Milky Way. At the high
metallicity end, the vertex deviation is constant, in m12m as
in the MW, because a strong bar is present. The increasing
bar strength with metallicity at this end of the relation is
reflected in the decreasing uncertainty on the vertex devia-
tion.
The maximum vertex deviation in m12m and the Milky
Way are comparable, |θv| ∼ 40◦. However θv in the Milky
Way starts decreasing at a larger [Fe/H] than in the model.
Since a large |θv| is possible only if the bar is strong in a par-
ticular population, the bar must be strong to lower metallic-
ities in the model than in the Milky Way. In the Milky Way
the population of stars at [Fe/H] ' −1 is dominated by the
stellar halo (Ness et al. 2013). The metallicity distribution
function of the rescaled m12m at Baade’s Window is not
much different from that in the Milky Way (Fig. 3). How-
ever the star formation peaks at ∼ 8 Gyr, which probably
accounts for the |θv| turnoff at lower metallicity in m12m.
In this sense the vertex deviation may be a quite sensitive
probe of the chemical enrichment and dynamical history of
the inner disc before the bar formed. This would require
measurement of the vertex deviation across a broader part
of the bulge to help understand the strength of the bar bet-
ter.
The long-held view that the bulge is comprised of only
old (∼ 10 Gyr old) stars has recently been challenged, start-
ing with the discovery of young to intermediate-age stars
in microlensing surveys (Bensby et al. 2011, 2013, 2017). In
their simulation, Debattista et al. (2017) showed that the
age distribution of stars in the bulge is dominated by old
stars, with the fraction of stars between 1 and 4 Gyr old less
than 10% everywhere above |b| ' 5◦, while the young stars
are concentrated towards the mid-plane (Ness et al. 2014). In
comparison, m12m, the simulation studied in this paper, has
02468101214
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Figure 10. Top: Vertex deviation in the rescaled simulation as a
function of age. The shaded intervals show θv for all stars (blue)
and stars formed in situ (red). Bottom: Vertex deviation in the
rescaled simulation as a function of time of formation of the stars.
The blue band is for all stars at t = 13.8 Gyr (z = 0) while the
grey band is for the simulation before the bar has formed, at
t = 10 Gyr (z = 0.34) rescaled using the same factor.
∼ 15% of young to intermediate-age stars all the way up at
|b| ∼ 10◦. Despite the large differences between the bar for-
mation and star formation histories of these two simulations
(and presumably also the MW), the qualitative similarities
in their stellar populations on their minor axes provide im-
portant information on the time when the bar formed. In-
deed the results here and in Debattista et al. (2017) show
that stars formed before and during bar formation are effi-
ciently transported to large heights and are therefore likely
to be found on the minor axis in significant numbers. A
comparison of Fig. 13 here and Fig. 22 of Debattista et al.
(2017) reveals that a particularly fruitful place to search for
younger populations is at l ∼ 10◦, which is most contami-
nated by them in both simulations; this roughly corresponds
to the location of the end of the X-shape on the near-side
of the bar. This region has the further benefit that obscura-
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Figure 11. Maps in (l, b) space of the mean age (top) and age dis-
persion (bottom) at z = 0, with the model scaled as described in
Section 2.1 and oriented to the Sun’s viewing angle. Red contours
show the surface density of the model while the black contours
are for the plotted quantity.
Figure 12. The evolution of bar amplitude (top) and average
root-mean-square height (bottom) of stars. Stars are separated
by time of formation, tf = 13.8 Gyr−age. The younger stars form
the strongest bar. All populations are vertically heated by the
bar.
tion is significantly less severe. A useful strategy would be
to compare the age distribution, at fixed latitude, at l ∼ 10◦
and on the minor axis, which results in a relatively large
contrast in the fraction of the younger populations.
6.1 Summary
Our results can be summarised as follows:
• We confirm the trends produced by kinematic fraction-
ation. Both the bar strength and the distance bimodality
(X-shape) decrease in strength with stellar age. Observed
edge-on with the bar side-on the metallicity distribution is
more peanut-shaped than the density distribution itself, as
observed in NGC 4710. We find that kinematic fractiona-
tion occurs in a fully cosmological context (see Section 3)
and must therefore have occurred in the Milky Way.
• We find that a non-zero vertex deviation of the velocity
ellipsoid at the location of Baade’s Window develops when
the bar forms. The vertex deviation varies with metallicity,
reaching zero for metal-poor stars, as in the Milky Way. The
vertex deviation is a function of age, reaching ∼ 30 − 40◦
for stars younger than 10 Gyr, but vanishing for stars older
than 10 Gyr. As in the MW, the vertex deviation is roughly
constant for metal-rich stars ([Fe/H] & −1 in m12m, and
[Fe/H] & −0.5 in the MW). The vanishing vertex deviation
of metal-poor stars is not due to an accreted population of
stars, but to the weak bar in the oldest stars, and is also a
result of kinematic fractionation (see Section 4).
• A bar forming after redshift z = 0.2 drives a large frac-
tion of stars younger than 4.8 Gyr to large heights on the
minor axis of the bulge. Since the fraction of such stars in
the Milky Way is negligible at high latitudes, we conclude
that its bar is very likely to have formed before this time.
The Milky Way’s bar therefore cannot be young (see Section
5).
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Figure 13. Maps of the fraction of stars born in the time interval 10 6 tf/Gyr 6 11; the model has been scaled identically at each
timestep to approximate the MW’s X-shape at z = 0, as described in Section 2.1. The snapshots are at 11 Gyr (top left) to 13.8 Gyr
(bottom right). Red contours indicate the surface density, as seen from the Solar orientation, which is identical in all panels.
Figure 14. The effect of the bar on the evolution of the fraction
of the stellar populations at |b| = 10◦ on the minor axis in the
rescaled version of m12m. Stars are separated by time of forma-
tion, tf = 13.8 Gyr−age. Each measurement is within a window
of 42′′ × 42′′. Error bars are based on the difference between
b = +10◦ and b = −10◦. The bar starts forming at 11.5 Gyr (see
Fig. 4).
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